Ball Kicking and Strap-ons
Ball Kicking and Strap-ons - Mistress Molly's slave has shown
up late due to LA traffic, but she's not very sympathetic with
his pitiful excuses, so he's in for some severe ball kicking,
we're talking full on punts that have Jed doubled over in pain
and falling to the floor. Mistress Molly, a Syren newcomer,
dressed in PVC short skirt and top, along with thigh high
boots is enjoying her sadistic side way too much. After about
15 minutes of methodical ball kicking, she puts Jed on all
fours and wears his ass out with a switch, that leaves visible
stripes all over his ass. Next, Molly puts on some boxing
gloves and delivers jab after jab, along with some harsh
knees to the nuts, to the already dazed Jed. Finally, it's time
for some strap-on action, as Jed is bent over a chair, and
unmercifully penetrated by his Mistress's huge dildo. Then
Jed is given some OTK hand spanking and paddling, before
having to worship his Mistress's boots.
€ 9,95
Ball Kicking and Strap-ons - Mistress Molly's slave has shown up late due to LA traffic, but she's not very sympathetic with
his pitiful excuses, so he's in for some severe ball kicking, we're talking full on punts that have Jed doubled over in pain and
falling to the floor. Mistress Molly, a Syren newcomer, dressed in PVC short skirt and top, along with thigh high boots is
enjoying her sadistic side way too much. After about 15 minutes of methodical ball kicking, she puts Jed on all fours and
wears his ass out with a switch, that leaves visible stripes all over his ass. Next, Molly puts on some boxing gloves and
delivers jab after jab, along with some harsh knees to the nuts, to the already dazed Jed. Finally, it's time for some strap-on
action, as Jed is bent over a chair, and unmercifully penetrated by his Mistress's huge dildo. Then Jed is given some OTK
hand spanking and paddling, before having to worship his Mistress's boots.
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